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Since the formation of AEG we’ve never 
been frightened of leading the way.  Our 
innovations have changed the lives of 
generations and product after product 
have promised innovative technology for 
home solutions.
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Cooking / Ovens

The heart of every kitchen is the oven, where heat works its magic, turning raw 
ingredients into wonderful food and aromas.

As you challenge yourself and hone your cooking skills, your oven must be infinitely adaptable, capable 
of exceedingly delicate adjustment, yet also amazingly durable.

The starting point for our design brief is the use of very high grade materials.  You won’t always see them, but you’ll know 
they’re there in the feeling of strength and balance, and the quiet, unruffled way an AEG oven does its work, year after year.  
It’s that high quality frame that enables our ovens to introduce outstanding technical features.

Visually, our built-in range of ovens from our Neue Kollektion has a sophisticated control panel within verticle lines, held by 
flowing horizontal lines: like ‘H’ on its side.  Whilst the interface is information-rich and extremely powerful in what it enables 
the user to do, its design is pure and simple, so using it never feels complicated.  

Oven Features:

MAXI TRAY
The largest fitted oven tray available.  
In real terms, that means 20% more 
cookies from a single bake.  

EXTRA LARGE CAPACITY
Our large XXL MaxiKlasseTM oven has 
more usable space which allows you 
to cook on all 5 levels simultaneously,  
which means you can bake up to 150 
cookies at the same time.

THERMIC HOT AIR
Our exclusive ThermiCo hot air cooking 
technology ensures precise heat 
circulation and exact temperature 
control.  The result is perfect cooking 
in every corner.  On any shelf.  In any 
position.

CORE TEMP. SENSOR
Measures the precise cooking 
temperature inside the food, for
perfect results everytime.

SOFT MOTION
SoftmotionTM soft close door will close 
itself softly and quietly, when its 
reaches a certain angle - in a smooth, 
elegant movement.  More evidence of 
premium design.

PERFEKT ENTRY 
PerfektEntry for total felxibility.  
Optiflex shelf runners which are 
shaped to make it easier to select and 
adjust the cooking level you require.

MAXI SIGHT FLOOD LIGHT
A larger viewing window and inclined 
floodlight, for a clearer view of your 
cooking progress.

OPTI SIGHT
Illuminated retractable controls  
provide instant feedback with              
interactive LCD display.

FULLY PROGRAMMABLE TIMER
This display is more than just a clock.  
It can keep you in total control of your 
cooking.  Just tell it what time you’d 
like your food to be ready and how 
long it needs to cook and the oven 
does the rest.  There is also a minute 
minder if you just need reminding. 

Some of our models have a count up 
timer, which begins as soon as the 
oven is switched on, so at a glance you 
can see how long your food has been 
cooking or the oven has been on.

ISO FRONT DOOR
The door has a special heat reflective 
coating so the outside of the door is 
cooler to the touch.

CATALUXE CLEANING
To help with oven cleaning, most  
models within our double oven range 
have the Cataluxe liners on roof, back 
and sides.  Cataluxe liners absorb the 
grease during cooking and when the 
oven is heated to 200oC the grease 
residue is oxidised leaving the surface 
clean.

DIAMOND ENAMEL LINERS
Enamel interior, durable and easy 
to clean.

STEAM CLEANING 
A special preset programme helps you 
to loosen food residue inside the oven 
for easier cleaning.

ANTI FINGERPRINT STAINLESS 
STEEL
Eliminates unsightly fingerprints from 
the appliance, for an effortless clean 
look.

PROSIGHT TOUCH CONTROL
Provides instant feedback, easy to use 
and looks sleek in the kitchen.



Cooking / Ovens

Oven functions:

TRUE FAN
Our true fan cooking system gently 
circulates hot air through the oven 
cavity, allowing you to cook sweet 
and savoury at the same time with no 
transfer of flavour and taste.  As the 
oven heats up faster, lower 
temperatures and shorter cooking 
times are used to achieve those 
delicious results.

TURBO GRILLING
This clever function gives an authen-
tic spit roast effect without the mess.  
Heat from the top elements is circulat-
ed by the fan, sealing and crisping the 
food.

GRILL
Fully controllable powerful grill, ideal 
for family sized portions of food. 

PIZZA SETTING
Ensure bases are properly cooked.  
Designed to ensure pastry bases, 
quiches and pizzas are cooked to your 
taste.

ECONOMY GRILLING
Fully controllable economy grill, suit-
able for smaller quantities.

MOIST FAN BAKING
Allows you to create your light and 
fluffy fatless sponges and baked 
souffles to perfection.  Moisture is 
retained within the oven thus 
achieving light and fluffy results whilst 
using the oven in a more economical 
way.

SLOW COOK
Come home to a slow roast or 
casserole.  Two slow cook options, 
dependent on quantity of food being 
cooked.  Food is initially sealed and 
then cooked at the low temperature to 
tenderise the ingredients.

KEEP WARM 
This option maintains a temperature 
of 80oC, perfect for keeping food warm 
until ready to serve, without drying the 
food.

Steam Oven Functions:

REGENERATE 
Steam is used to gently heat food up 
and keep it warm.

QUARTER STEAM + HEAT
25% steam and 75% hot air are  
combined to create irresistible flavours.  
Food is golden brown on the outside 
and succulent on the inside.

HALF STEAM + HEAT 
50% Steam and 50% heat is the best 
way to cook while conserving the tex-
ture and moisture of the food.

FULL STEAM
Using 100% steam the gentle heat 
evenly penetrates food making for 
tasty, healthy dishes.  The food retains 
a higher level of nutrients, vitamins 
and minerals, while natural colours, 
flavours and textures are enhanced. 

DEFROST
Defrost your frozen food gently in half 
the usual time.  Air is gently circulated 
around the oven cavity quickly,
defrosting your food hygenically.

FROZEN FOODS
Cook straight from frozen.  All-round 
intense heat ensures your frozen food 
is correctly defrosted and cooked at 
the same time.

FAST HEAT UP
No waiting for your oven to reach full 
heat, eliminating the need for 
preheating, great for those quick 
convenience meals.

CONVENTIONAL
Top and bottom elements heat the 
oven providing traditional  cooking on 
one shelf position, which is ideal for 
baking breads or fruitcakes.

TOP HEAT
The oven is heated by the top ele-
ment only.  Ideal for Shepherd’s pie 
or lasagne that just require a gentle 
browning.

BOTTOM HEAT
The oven is heated by the bottom 
element only.  Foods are gently 
reheated, ideal for pies and pastries as 
it keeps the pastry crisp.  This function 
is also ideal for plate warming.

ECO ROASTING 
Economical setting for roasting large 
joints or poultry.  Simply select the 
appropriate cooking time depending 
on the weight of the food and the oven 
automatically switches off once 
cooking is complete.

PYROLUXE PLUS
Total self cleaning function, that heats 
up to 500oC and turns food residue into 
ash. 



Cooking / Single Ovens

BE5304001M 
MaxiKlasseTM  oven with Softmotion Soft Close door

BE3003001M
MaxiKlasseTM multifunction single oven Features:

- A-20% Energy rating
- XXL Capacity (74L)
- ThermiCair
- Anti-fingerprint 
- Retractable rotary controls
- Core Temp. Sensor
- Perfekt entry
- Fully Programmable Timer
- MaxiSight Flood light
- Diamond glazed enamel interior
- Iso front triple glazed door
- Two anti-stick shelves

Functions:
- Defrost
- Conventional setting
- Turbo Grilling
- Pizza Setting
- Bottom heat
- Top heat
- Grill 

BE5304001B
MaxiKlasseTM  oven with Softmotion Soft Close door

Features:
- A-20% Energy rating
- XXL Capacity (74L)
- ThermiCair
- Anti-fingerprint 
- Opti Sight controls
- Core Temp. Sensor
- Perfekt entry
- Fully Programmable Timer
- MaxiSight Flood light
- Side light
- Diamond glazed enamel interior
- Iso front triple glazed door
- Two anti-stick shelves
- Softmotion soft close door

Functions:
- Defrost
- Conventional setting
- Turbo Grilling
- Pizza Setting
- Bottom heat
- Top heat
- Grill 
- Fast heat up

Features:
- A-20% Energy rating
- XXL Capacity (74L)
- ThermiCair
- Opti Sight controls
- Core Temp. Sensor
- Perfekt entry
- Fully Programmable Timer
- MaxiSight Flood light
- Side light
- Diamond glazed enamel interior
- Iso front triple glazed door
- Two anti-stick shelves
- Softmotion soft close door

Functions:
- Defrost
- Conventional setting
- Turbo Grilling
- Pizza Setting
- Bottom heat
- Top heat
- Grill 
- Fast heat up



Cooking / Single Pryoluxe Ovens

BP5304001M
Pyroluxe Plus Oven, the ultimate in oven cleaning with 
built-in cleaning reminder

BP3003001M
Pyroluxe Plus Oven, the ultimate in oven cleaning with 
built-in cleaning reminder

BP7304001M
Pyroluxe Plus Oven, the ultimate in oven cleaning with 
Prosight Touch Controls

Features:
- A-20% Energy rating
- XXL Capacity (74L)
- ThermiCair
- Anti-fingerprint 
- Retractable rotary controls
- Perfekt entry
- Fully Programmable Timer
- MaxiSight Flood light
- Diamond glazed enamel
  interior
- Iso front quadruple glazed               
  door

Functions:
- Defrost
- Conventional setting
- Turbo Grilling
- Pizza Setting
- Bottom heat
- Top heat
- Grill 
- Pyroluxe Plus 

Features:
- A-20% Energy rating
- XXL Capacity (74L)
- ThermiCair
- Anti-fingerprint 
- Opti Sight controls
- Core Temp. Sensor
- Perfekt entry
- Fully Programmable Timer
- MaxiSight Flood light
- Side light
- Diamond glazed enamel interior
- Iso front quadruple glazed door     
- 2 anti-stick shelves
- Soft motion soft close door

Functions:
- Defrost
- Conventional setting
- Turbo Grilling
- Pizza Setting
- Bottom heat
- Top heat
- Grill 
- Pyroluxe Plus 
- Fast heat up

Features:
- A-20% Energy rating
- XXL Capacity (74L)
- ThermiCair
- Anti-fingerprint 
- Menu guided cooking
- ProSight touch controls
- Core Temp. Sensor
- Perfekt entry
- Fully Programmable Timer
- MaxiSight Flood light
- Side light
- Diamond glazed enamel interior
- Iso front quadruple glazed door
- 2 anti-stick shelves
- Maxi Tray
- Soft motion soft close door

Functions:
- Defrost
- Conventional setting
- Turbo Grilling
- Pizza Setting
- Bottom heat
- Top heat
- Grill 
- Pyroluxe Plus 
- Fast heat up
- Slow cook
- Keep warm
- Frozen food
- Eco roasting



Cooking / Single Steam Oven

The fusion of steam and heat creates a recipe for success. It’s a combination that delivers superior results 
all round, with soft, tender food on the inside, and a crisp, golden finish on the outside. This versatile 
cooking technique is now available with the ProCombiTM Steam Oven - in a full size or compact model - so 
you can achieve perfect results at home.

As well as combining steam and heat you will also have the additional cooking functions found on our 
multifunction ovens.  This ProCombi oven not only steams and bakes but allows you to slow cook, bake 
and grill in the usual way.  Elevate conventionally baked and roasted dishes to new culinary heights with 
our unique air flow technology,  ThermiCo hot air system. Evenly cooked perfection in every corner.  

BS7304001M
ProCombi Steam Oven with ProSight touch controls Features:

- A-10% Energy rating
- XXL Capacity (74L)
- ThermiCair
- Anti-fingerprint 
- Menu guided cooking
- Steam cleaning
- ProSight touch control
- Soft Motion soft close door
- Maxi Tray
- Two stainless steel shelves 
- Telescopic runners
- Perforated baking trays
- Core Temp. Sensor
- Perfekt entry
- Fully Programmable Timer
- MaxiSight Flood light
- Side light
- Iso front quadruple glazed door

Functions:
- Defrost
- Conventional setting
- Turbo Grilling
- Pizza Setting
- Fast Heat
- Slow Cook
- Bottom heat
- Top heat
- Grill 
- Keep warm
- Frozen food
- Eco Roasting
- Steam
- 50% Steam
- 25% Steam
- Moist fan baking

QUARTER STEAM + HEAT
Perfect for homemade bread, meat, 
poultry, lasagne and your favorite 
recipes.

FULL STEAM
Perfect for fish, rice, vegetables and 
fruit.

HALF STEAM + HEAT
Prefect for souffles, casseroles and 
fresh or frozen convenience meals.



Cooking / Double Ovens

Double Ovens

Our AEG double ovens offer you an additional cooking compartment, giving you total flexibility in your 
kitchen.  Our range of built-in double ovens are installed in column at eye-level, alternatively, our range 
of built-under double ovens will fit neatly under the work surface.  For even more flexibility you can 
combine our built-under ovens in column with our compact products.

Built Under Double Ovens

NC7013001M

NC4013001M

High performance built-under double oven with 
interactive digital cooking and touch control

High performance built under double oven with true 
fan cooking

Oven Features:
- AA Energy rating
- XXL Ovens 40L Top / 46L Btm
- Anti-fingerprint 
- ProSight touch control
- Fully Programmable Timer
- Cataluxe Liners (both ovens)
- Iso front triple glazed               
  doors
- 1 Top shelf / 2 Bottom shelf
- Side light

Top Oven Function:
- TrueFan
- Defrost
- Turbo Grilling
- Grill
- Pizza
- Bottom Heat
- Top Heat
- Slow Cook

Bottom Oven Function:
- Truefan
- Defrost
- Conventional 
- Turbo Grilling 
- Grill
- Slow Cook
- Pizza 
- Bottom Heat
- Top Heat
- Keep warm

Oven Features:
- AA Energy rating
- XXL Ovens 40L Top / 46L Btm
- Anti-fingerprint 
- Retractable rotary controls
- Fully Programmable Timer
- Cataluxe Liners (both ovens)
- Iso front double glazed               
  doors
- 1 Top shelf / 2 Bottom shelf

Top Oven Functions:
- Grill
- Conventional
- Top Heat
- Bottom Heat

Bottom Oven Functions:
- TrueFan
- Defrost



DC701 3001M
High performance built-in double oven with interactive 
digital cooking display

DC4013001M
High performance built-in double oven with retract-
able controls

Cooking / Built-in Double Ovens

DE4013001M / DE4003000B
High performance built-in double oven with true fan 
cooking

Oven Features:
- AA Energy rating
- XXL Ovens 43L Top / 68L Btm
- Anti-fingerprint 
- Retractable rotary controls
- Fully Programmable Timer
- Diamond glazed enamel
  interiors
- Iso front double glazed               
  doors
- 1 Top shelf / 2 Bottom shelf

Top Oven Function:
- Conventional
- Grill
- Bottom Heat
- Top Heat

Bottom Oven Function:
- Truefan
- Defrost

Oven Features:
- AA Energy rating
- XXL Ovens 43L Top / 68L Btm
- Anti-fingerprint 
- Retractable rotary controls
- Fully Programmable Timer
- Cataluxe liners (both ovens)
- Iso front double glazed               
  doors
- 1 Top shelf / 2 Bottom shelf

Top Oven Function:
- Conventional
- Grill
- Bottom Heat
- Top Heat

Bottom Oven Function:
- Truefan
- Defrost
- Conventional
- Turbo Grill
- Grill
- Pizza
- Bottom Heat
- Top Heat

Oven Features:
- AA Energy rating
- XXL Ovens 43L Top / 68L Btm
- Anti-fingerprint 
- ProSight touch controls
- Fully Programmable Timer
- Cataluxe liners (both ovens)
- Iso front triple glazed               
  doors
- 1 Top shelf / 2 Bottom shelf
- Side light 

Top Oven Function:
- True fan
- Defrost
- Turbo Grill
- Grill
- Pizza
- Bottom Heat
- Slow cook

Bottom Oven Function:
- Truefan
- Defrost
- Conventional
- Turbo Grill
- Grill
- Slow cook
- Pizza
- Bottom Heat
- Top Heat
- Keep Warm



Cooking / MaxiKlasseTM Freestanding Cookers

49002V-MN

49332i- MN

Touch control MaxiKlasseTM multifunction with ceramic 
hob

Touch control MaxiKlasseTM multifunction with 
MaxisenseTM    induction hob

Cooker Features:
- AA energy rating
- 60cm width
- 40L top / 74L Btm ovens
- Direkt touch controls
- Anti-fingerprint
- LED Display
- Fully Programmable Timer
- Cataluxe Liners (both ovens)
- Iso front triple glazed               
  doors
- 4 zone ceramic hob - inc 1 
   triple zone
- Stop and Go feature
- Residual heat indicators
- Child lock

Top Oven Functions:
- Grill
- Conventional
- Top Heat
- Bottom Heat

Bottom Oven Functions:
- Truefan
- Defrost
- Conventional 
- Turbo Grilling 
- Fast Grill
- Slow Cook
- Pizza 
- Fast Heat
- Keep Warm

Cooker Features:
- AA energy rating
- 60cm width
- 40L top / 74L Btm ovens
- Direkt touch controls
- Anti-fingerprint
- LED Display
- Fully Programmable Timer
- Cataluxe Liners (both ovens)
- Iso front triple glazed               
  doors
- MaxiSense induction hob
- Stop and Go feature
- Residual heat indicators
- Power boost feature
- Auto max heat up
- Child lock

Top Oven Functions:
- Grill
- Conventional
- Top Heat
- Bottom Heat

Bottom Oven Functions:
- Truefan
- Defrost
- Conventional 
- Turbo Grilling 
- Top Heat
- Slow Cook
- Pizza 
- Fast Heat
- Keep Warm

Freestanding cookers

Designed to fit seamlessly into your kitchen layout, our freestanding cookers hold the same design 
principles as our single oven range, and feature a variety of cooking programmes and functions.  The two 
large oven cavities provide you with complete cooking flexibility and are large enough to hold a turkey 
and all the trimmings for your family feast.  With an induction or ceramic hob incorporated, it is the 
perfect combination for any home. 



Cooking / Hobs

Choosing a hob is very much a matter of personal preference, so our Neue Kollection 
offers a wide range.  Gas is instant with fully automatic ignition, while electric ceramic and 
induction hobs take control to a whole new level of sophistication.

Hob features:

INDUCTION

DIREKTOUCH
Touch controls for quick and precise 
heat level selection

ROTARY CONTROLS
DirekTouch Rotary controls for quick, 
precise heat level selection.

BRIDGING ZONES
Bridge function links two zones creat-
ing a larger zone for versatile cooking.

OPTIHEAT
Shows 3 levels of residual heat on each 
cooking zone.

MAXISENSE
Gives you a greater flexibility as pans 
can be positioned at any position as 
long as the cross is covered.  Perfect for 
oversized pans. 

MAXISIGHT 
TFT colour display that ensures you can 
see every important detail at a glance.

AUTOMAX
Our AutoMax cooking function pro-
vides fantastic automatic zone control.  
After you have selected the AutoMax 
function, it will bring the zone up 
to the boil and will then reduce it to 
your pre-selected power level for the 
remainder of the cooking time.

GAS 

WOK
Wok rest and large burner provides 
maximum heat for wok cooking on 
gas. 

AUTOMATIC IGNITION
Steel capped control knob with an 
integral ignition. 

CERAMIC 

DUAL ZONE
Automatic hob recognition for two pan 
sizes.

MULTI- PURPOSE ZONE
Multi-purpose zone for hob cooking 
flexibility.  Ideal for larger pots. 

TOUCH CONTROL
Precise and immediate temperature 
control at your fingertips. 

TRIPLE ZONE
Automatic hob recognition for up to 
three pan sizes.

RESIDUAL HEAT INDICATOR
Shows you the level of residual heat on 
each zone after cooking.

STOP AND GO
Reduces all zones to a keep warm 
setting if cooking is interrupted.  Press 
again and zones return to previous 
heat levels

WOK
Induction wok hob, designed for a 
large wok that accompanies the hob. 

CHILD LOCK
Controls can be locked for additional 
safety and prevent alteration to cook-
ing selection.

COUNT UP TIMER
Set a reminder or use the count up tim-
er to keep in control of your cooking. 

OKO TIMER
Energy saving timer that switches 
off the zone and uses residual heat 
to complete the last few minutes of 
cooking.



Cooking / Induction Hobs

Features:
- MaxiSight
- Maxisense 
- Induction
- DirekTouch 

Features:
- LED Display
- Maxisense 
- Induction
- DirekTouch

Features:
- LED Display
- MaxiSense
- Induction
- DirekTouch 

Features:
- LED Display
- Induction
- DirekTouch 
- Oko Timer

HK874400FB
Extra wide 80cm MaxiSenseTM  induction Purehob 
with bridging function

HK884400XG
Extra wide 80cm MaxiSightTM induction hob with 
4 MaxiSenseTM  sections 

HK854400FB
80cm MaxiSenseTM  induction hob with 
Stop and Go feature

HK654200FB
Standard 60cm induction hob with DirekTouch 
controls.

HK764403FB
71cm MaxiSense™ Induction hob with Direk 
Touch controls

Features:
- LED Display
- MaxiSense
- Induction
- DirekTouch 

HK654400XB
60cm MaxiSenseTM  induction hob with bridging 
function

Features:
- LED Display
- MaxiSense
- Induction
- DirekTouch 

- Oko Timer
- OptiHeat 
- Child Lock
- Auto max

- Count up timer
- Stop and Go
-Stainless steel frame

- Oko Timer
- OptiHeat 
- Child Lock
- AutoMax

- Count up timer
- Stop and Go
- Bridging function
- Frameless 

- Oko Timer
- OptiHeat 
- Child lock
- AutoMax

- Count up timer
- Stop and Go
- Frameless

- Oko Timer
- OptiHeat 
- Child Lock
- AutoMax

- Count up timer
- Stop and Go
- Bridging function
- Frameless

- Oko Timer
- OptiHeat 
- Child Lock
- AutoMax

- Count up timer
- Stop and Go
- Bridging function
- Stainless steel frame

- OptiHeat 
- Child Lock
- AutoMax
- Stop and Go

- Count up timer



Cooking / Ceramic Hobs

Features:
- DirekTouch
- Triple zone
- Oko Timer
- Reisdual heat 
  indicator

Features:
- DirekTouch
- Triplezone
- Oko Timer
- Residual heat 
   indicator

Features:
- DirekTouch
- Triple zone
- Oko Timer
- Reisdual heat 
  indicator

Features:
- DirekTouch
- Dualzone
- Residual heat 
   indicator
- Child lock

HK955070FB
90cm wide ceramic hob with 5 HiLight zones

HK854080FB
80cm wide ceramic hob with 4 HiLight zones

HK764070FB
70cm wide ceramic hob with DirekTouch controls

HK634060XB
60cm wideOptiFitTM ceramic hob with Stop and Go

Features:
- DirekTouch
- Dualzone
- Residual heat 
   indicator

HK624010FB
Ceramic hob with Touch Controls

- Oval zone
- Count up timer
- AutoMax
- Stop and Go
- Child lock

- Frameless
- 90cm Width 

- Oval zone
- Count up timer
- AutoMax
- Stop and Go
- Child lock

- Framless
- 70cm Width

- Child Lock
- Frameless
- 60cm Width

- Oval zone
- Count up timer
- AutoMax
- Stop and Go
- Child lock

- Frameless
- 80cm Width

- Oval zone
- Count up timer
- AutoMax
- Stop and Go

- Stainless steel frame
- 60cm Width



Cooking / Gas Hobs

Features:
- LED Display
- 5 burners
- Wok burner
- Cast iron pan 
   supports

Features:
- LED Display
- 6 burners
- Wok burner
- Cast iron pan 
  supports

Features:
- LED Display
- 5 burners
- Wok burner
- Cast iron pan
  supports

Features:
- LED Display 
- 5 burners
- Wok burner
- Cast iron pan 
   supports

Features:
- LED Display
- 4 burners
- Cast iron pan
  supports

HG956440SM
Extra wide 90cm stainless steel gas hob with 6 burners

HG795440XB
Designer 70cm semi-flush gas on glass hob with 
central wok burner

HG755440SM
75cm wide stainless steel gas hob with 5 burners

HG654440SM
Stainless steel 60cm  gas hob with wok burner

HG795440NB
70cm wide gas on glass hob with cast iron supports

- Automatic 
   ignition
- 70cm Width 
- Framless

- Automatic 
   ignition
- 70cm Width 
- Stainless steel frame

- Automatic 
   ignition
- 90cm Width 

- Automatic 
   ignition
- 75cm Width 

- Wok burner
- Automatic 
  ignition
- 60cm Width 



Cooking / CrystalLine Modular Hobs

HC412000GB
CrystalLine 2 burner gas hob with cast iron pan 
support

HC411520GB

Features:
- 2 burner
- Automatic ignition
- Gas on glass
- Flame safety device
- Rotary controls

HC452020EB
CrystalLine 2 zone ceramic hob with DirekTouch 
controls.

Features:
- LED Display
- Triple zone 
- DirekTouch 
- OkoTimer
- Residual heat 
   indicator 
- Count up timer
- Child lock
- AutoMax
- Stop and Go 

CrystalLine gas Wok burner with steel capped 
rotary control

HC452600EB

Features:
- Induction
- DirekTouch 
- Oko Timer
- Residual heat indicator
- Count up timer
- Child Lock
- AutoMax
- Stop and Go

CrystalLine Teppanyaki with DirekTouch

HC452400EB HC451500EB
CrystalLine MaxiSense 2 zone induction hob with 
bridging function

Features:
- LED Display
- MaxiSense
- Induction
- DirekTouch 
- Oko Timer
- Residual heat 
  indicator
- Count up timer
- Child Lock
- AutoMax
- Stop and Go
- Bridging Function

CrystalLine Induction Wok with DirekTouch controls 
and compatible wok

Features:
- LED Display
- Wok
- Induction
- DirekTouch 
- Oko Timer
- Residual heat indicator
- Count up timer
- Child Lock
- AutoMax
- Stop and Go
- Wok pan included

Features:
- Double crown 5Kw Wok
- Automatic ignition
- Gas on glass
- Flame safety device
- Rotary controls



Cooking / Compact range, microwaves & warming drawers

AEG Compact Range
AEG compact appliances provide perfect performance, in concentrated form and alignment with all the 
features of their full-sized counterparts.

The compact range matches all our standard-size kitchen appliances in design and perfectly aligns with 
all single ovens in our range, for a premium touch to your kitchen.

Simply select the combination of appliances to best suit your needs and space, from steam and
multifunction ovens to combi and grill microwaves.    With AEG you can create your own style. 

AEG Microwaves
AEG Microwaves provide  a versatile range of cooking solutions in your kitchen.  Flexibility is the key.  You 
can microwave, grill, defrost, re-heat or select the convection function.  And all this functionality can be 
used in any combination you desire. 

Group of four Verticle stack Compact verticle 
stack

Horizontal run

Compact combinations

Single Oven

Compact Oven

Warming drawer

Compact 
Microwave

Compact Oven

Warming drawer

Compact 
Microwave

Single Oven

Warming drawer

Compact 
Microwave

Single Oven

Compact 
Microwave

Single Oven

Coffee
Machine

Warming drawer



Cooking / Compact range

Features:
- 1000W microwave
- 5 Power levels
- 45cm Depth
- 114mm Facia
- 38L Capacity
- Anti-fingerprint 
- ProSight touch control
- Fully Programmable Timer
- Quick Start

KS8404001M
Compact ProCombiTM  Steam oven 
with ProSightTM touch control

KM8403001M

KR8403001M
Microwave with grill.  Aligns with ovens

Combination microwave with fan 
cooking.  Aligns with ovens

Features:
- A Energy rating
- 45cm Depth
- 114mm Facia
- 35L Capacity
- Anti-fingerprint 
- ProSight touch control
- Core Temp. Sensor
- Fully Programmable Timer
- Soft Motion soft close door
- Iso front triple glazed               
   door
- Diamond glazed enamel 
   interior

Functions:
- True fan
- Defrost
- Turbo Grilling
- Pizza Setting
- Top heat
- Keep warm
- Frozen food
- Eco Roasting
- Full Steam
- 50% Steam
- 25% Steam
- Moist fan baking

Functions:
- True fan
- Defrost
- Turbo Grilling
- Grill
- Pizza Setting
- Top heat
- Conventional setting
- Combi Microwave
- Solo Microwave
- 8 Auto weight cooking & 
  4 defrosting programmes

Features:
- 1000W microwave
- 5 Power levels
- 45cm Depth
- 114mm Facia
- 38L Capacity
- Anti-fingerprint 
- ProSight touch control
- Fully Programmable Timer
- Quick Start

Functions:
- Grill
- Microwave grill
- Solo Microwave
- 4 Auto weight cooking & 
   4 defrosting programmes



Features:
- 114mm Facia
- 45cm Depth
- Anti-fingerprint
- ProSight touch
  control
- Water sensor
  with LED 
- Steam / water
  spout 
- Pre-programmed
  coffee selection
- Adjustable
  height coffee
  dispenser 

Cooking / Coffee machine, microwaves & warming drawers

Features:
- 60cm Width
- 900 watts
- 38L Capacity
- Anti-fingerprint
- Solo microwave
- Stainless steel 
   interior
- Quick start

Features:
- 60cm Width
- 800 watts
- 17L Capacity
- Solo microwave 
- Anti-fingerprint
- Stainless steel 
   interior
- Quick start

Features:
- 14cm Depth
- Anti-fingerprint
- Holds 6 place
  settings
- 30-80oC Temp. 
   Range
- Fan air circulation
- Bread Proving 
- Plate warming
- Glass warming
- Defrosting

Features:
- 29cm Depth
- Anti-fingerprint
- Holds 12 place 
   settings
- 30-80oC Temp. 
   Range
- Fan air circulation
- Bread Proving 
- Plate warming
- Glass warming
- Defrosting

MC2664E-M / MC2664E-B

MC1763E-M

Large 26L anti-fingerprint stainless steel duo 
microwave and grill (also available in black)

High performance 17L microwave in 60cm width

PE4541M
Compact bean to cup coffee machine Warming drawer for 12 place settings

KD91403E / KD91404E
Warming drawer for 6 place settings /
Warming drawer with push / pull mechanism

KD92903E

Also available in 
50 cm width-
MC1753E-M



Cooking / Hoods

A cooker hood has a job to do, but there is no reason why it should not look visually stun-
ning at the same time.  Our Neue Kollecktion hoods balance glass and stainless steel in 
precise, sculptural composition, to align perfectly with the rest of the kitchen.

Hood Features:

COOKER HOODS, THE BASICS
The new cooker hoods from AEG 
aerate your kitchen, deal with 
humidity, heat, odours and food 
particles in the most efficient way.  
Whether you prefer to be discreet or to 
make a bold statement in the kitchen, 
we can help you choose a cooker hood 
that suits your style.

HANDLING HUMIDITY 
When using your hob, water 
evaporates into the air so that it 
becomes humid.

If the water particles are not dealt 
with, they transport grease and odour 
around your kitchen and home.  The 
new AEG range has been designed to 
remove water particles from the air as 
they rise from the hob, keeping your 
kitchen fresh and clean.

TOP EFFICIENCY 
Our ActiveHeat Sensor monitors 
kitchen conditions so that the right 
extraction rate is used, no matter how 
intense the cooking process.

DIREKTOUCH DISPLAY
With our glass touch display, instant 
control is always at your fingertips.

INCREASED ILLUMINATION
Hobs are often positioned against the 
wall in kitchens, and in many cases 
they are located in the corner of the 
room.  This is not the lightest part of 
the kitchen. 

Furthermore, if you have an exceptable 
hood even less light reaches the hob 
area.  AEG top models use the letest in 
long-life, energy efficient LED light-
ing, to ensure high visibility of your 
cooking area.  The advanced dimmer 
controls enable you to choose the light 
that suits the particular time of the day. 

EXTRACTION RATES
This is the level at which the cooker 
hood clears cooking vapours from the 
kitchen environment.  Operation is 
measured in cubic meters per hour and 
are in accordance with IEC standards.

OPTIMUM EFFICIENCY 
To optimise efficiency and 
performance of the cooker hood it is 
important to select the correct hood 
with with an appropriate extraction 
rate for kitchen environment.  To help 
ensure you select the correct cooker 
hood we have added an icon to each 
hood showing the maximum size of 
the room each one is suitable for.

MANAGING ODOURS
Aromas from the kitchen can get 
everybody excited about what’s going 
to arrive on the table, lingering odour 
from past meals on the other hand are 
not so enticing.  When you invest in 
an AEG hood you invest in a fresh and 
pleasant kitchen environment.  If not 
used in venting mode AEG’s odour 
filters ensure that lingering odours 
are a memory of the past.  They are 
available in single use versions or as 
reusable versions for selected extractor 
hoods.

DEALING WITH GREASE
Whenever you fry something, grease 
particles dissipate in the air and settle 
on surfaces throughout your 
kitchen.  These are the perfect 
breeding grounds for bacteria and are 
very difficult to get rid of.  AEG grease 
filters are designed to trap grease 
particles contained in the vapour when 
air passes through the filter.  
Depending on the filter type, grease 
filters must be replaced or cleaned.

WHISPER QUIET 
AEG’s Powerful hoods make a real 
difference to your kitchen 
environment, ensuring that it is a 
fresher, more peaceful place to cook or 
relax. 

CALCULATING THE RIGHT SIZED HOOD
To calculate hood size you need to measure the size of your room (LxW) and the height (H) of the ceiling.  When you multiply 
these two figures together you get the volume of your kitchen (LxWxH).  Once you know the volume of your kitchen you need 
to multiply it by the minimum (6 m3/h) and the maximum (12m3/h) air circulation factors.  In a 16 m2 kitchen with a 2.5m 
high ceiling this is expressed as: 

16 x 2.5 x 6 = 240
16 x 2.5 x 12 = 480

This means you need a hood that can filter at a rate of 240 m3/h at low speed and 480 m3/h at high speed.
 



Cooking / Hoods

X69453MD02 / X66453MD1
Designer hood in stainless steel with glass panel 
aligning to our kitchen appliances

Features:
- DirekTouch
- 470 m3/Hr Extraction rate
- 63 dBa
- ActiveHeat Sensor
- Aluminium grease filters
- Electronic 4 speed control

- 2 Halogen lights
- 16m2  Efficiency
- 90cm width / 60cm width

HC5690-M
Stainless steel chimney hood

Features:
- Touch control 
- 520 m3/Hr Extraction rate
- 62 dBa
- Aluminium grease filters
- Electronic 4 speed control 

- 2 Halogen lights
- 12m2  Efficiency
- 90cm width

X69453BV0
Sophisticated and premium design in beautiful 
black glass

X69453MV01 / X66453MV1

Features:
- DirekTouch
- 490 m3/Hr Extraction rate
- 60 dBa
- ActiveHeat Sensor
- Aluminium grease filters
- Electronic 4 speed control

- 2 Halogen lights
- 16m2  Efficiency
- 90cm width

Sophisticated and premium design in stunning 
stainless steel

Features:
- DirekTouch
- 490 m3/Hr Extraction rate
- 60 dBa
- ActiveHeat Sensor
- Aluminium grease filters
- Electronic 4 speed control

- 2 Halogen lights
- 16m2  Efficiency
- 90cm width / 60cm width



Cleaning / Dishwashers

ProClean: For everything from fine crystal to fish kettles.

Why make do with a few basic pots and pans when there are so many wonderful possibilites for your 
batterie de cuisine?  Our ProClean dishwashers are designed to take it all in their stride.  They have a 
larger tub with an extra 10 litres of space, so it’s easier to find a place for even those strangely shaped 
odds and ends and enough space to take a 34cm dish.  Plus an innovative satellite spray arm, which 
whirls around reaching nooks and crannies other dishwashers might miss, for impeccable cleaning 
whatever the load.

QUIET EFFICIENCY 
You may have just a few dishes to clean, or a party’s worth.  Either way, you’ll find our dishwasher range is our quitest ever, 
with most models having A+, AA or above ratings for energy and efficiency, and they all give uncompromising performance, 
whatever the load.  No fuss, no noise, no waste.

 
PROCLEAN: Proven to clean better
The independent German test institute, LGA, has awarded us the ‘Fit for Daily use’ certificate for our new ProClean range.  This 
accolade confirms that our latest dishwashers are optimised for better loading and cleaning results during everyday use.

AUTOMATIC PROGRAMME
It’s almost inevitable that each dishwasher load features a different combination of dishes and pans, which require a 
different intensity of cleaning.  ProClean has an automatic programme that adjusts the temperature and the programme 
length depending on the soil level of your load, giving you the very best results for the minimum energy consumption. 

FITS ALL 
There’s every chance that guests won’t notice your dishwasher is even there.  Our Neue Kollektion dishwashers have been 
designed to guarantee seamless integration into your kitchen.  The new structure and fulcrum hinges provide perfect 
furniture alignment (with no need to cut any plinth height between 4 and 14cm).  What’s more, all our dishwashers have 
adjustable feet.  So your dishwasher can sit harmoniously with any kitchen furniture and in any niche.



Cleaning / Dishwashers

All our dishwashers, large and small, are designed with serious cooks in mind.  For this reason we strive 
to provide you with the most thorough and efficient clean, as well as providing plenty of space for all 
your utensils, from your toughest pans and trays, to your most delicate glass and crystal.

Dishwasher Features:

TIME BEAM
Our dishwashers are really quiet.  So 
our fully integrated dishwashers 
project a beam of light onto the floor 
to tell you when it’s running.  It 
changes to green once the cycle has 
finished. 

AUTO OFF 
This function completely eliminates 
energy use in stanby mode, 
representing a breakthrough in energy 
efficiency. 

SENSOR LOGIC
Uses two sensors to measure the 
size of the load and soiling of dishes, 
electronically fine tuning the selected 
programme to the specific needs of the 
wash loads. 

PROZONE 
Ideal for the most challenging 
cleaning, with water pressure up to 3 
times higher and temperature up to 
25% higher in the lower basket.

FLEXILIFT
Allows you to adjust the upper basket 
position whether its empty or full, 
depending on your load and the space 
needed. 

EXTRA HYGIENE
Extends the final rinse, useful for 
chopping boards and cooking utensils. 
 
SOFT SPIKES
Gives your glasses and cups extra 
stability when moving the basket and 
during cleaning. 

PROBOOST
Increases jet water pressure for extra 
cleaning effectiveness when you need 
it. 

GLASSCARE 
Glass programme suitable for all 
dishwasher-safe glassware. 

DRYTECH
Gives an improved drying result by 
removing the steam from the 
dishwasher leaving your dishes drier. 

LUXURY HOLD
Auto-balancing hinges mean the door 
will hold its position at any angle, with 
any door furniture weight from 1.5Kg 
to 10Kg, for easier loading and 
unloading.

CAPACITY 
Capacity is based on the ‘IEC’ 
standard place settings.  This allows 
you to compare the capacity of 
dishwashers using a common measure. 

MULTITAB
Adjusts the time and temperature of 
the wash phases for sparkling results. 

XXL TUB
Our ProClean dishwasher has a larger 
tub with an extra 10 litres of space, 
more capacity for those strangely 
shaped items. 

WATER CONSUMPTION 
Our dishwashers use the minimum 
amount of water needed to wash the 
load, saving energy.

FLEXISPRAY
Satellite spray arm with third ceiling 
arm for impeccable cleaning whatever 
the load. 

LED DISPLAY
For programme selection with time 
remaining and progress indication.



Cleaning / Integrated Dishwashers

F55502ViO

F66603VIOP
Sensorlogic ProClean fully integrated Dishwasher with 
Time beam

Fully integrated Sensorlogic ProClean dishwasher with 
AutoOff function

F99705VI1P
Our quietest ever fully integrated Sensorlogic ProClean 
Dishwasher

Features:
- A++AA Energy rating
- 9.8L Water usage
- 39 dBa
- 15 Place settings
- XXL Tub size
- Sensor Logic
- Auto Off
- Time Beam
- Soft spikes and grips
- Flexispray
- Flexible basket
- Removable cutlery tray 
- Multi tab
- Pro Boost

- Luxury hold hinges
- Delayed start 
- DryTech

Programmes:
- Auto 45oC - 70oC 
- 50 min 55oC 
- 30 min quick wash 60oC  
- Pro 70oC intensive 
- Glass 45oC
- Pre rinse
- Prozone 
- Eco 50oC
- Extra silent wash

Features:
- A++AA Energy rating
- 10.2L Water usage
- 44  dBa
- 13 Place settings
- XXL Tub size
- Sensor Logic
- Auto Off
- Time Beam
- Soft spikes and grips
- Flexispray
- Flexible basket 
- Multi tab
- Luxury hold hinges
- DryTech

Programmes:
- Auto 45oC - 70oC 
- 30 min quick wash 60oC  
- Pro 70oC intensive 
- Glass 45oC
- Pre rinse
- Eco 50oC
- Extra silent wash

Features:
- A++AA Energy rating
- 11L Water usage
- 47 dBa
- 12 Place settings
- XXL Tub size
- Sensor Logic
- Auto Off
- Time beam
- Flexispray
- Flexible basket 
- Multi tab
- Luxury hold hinges
- DryTech

Programmes:
- Auto 45oC - 70oC 
- 30 min quick wash 60oC  
- Pro 70oC intensive 
- Pre rinse
- Eco 50oC



F34502ViO
Fully integrated dishwasher with push button controls

F78400Vi0P
Slimline fully intergrated Dishwasher featuring ProClean

Cleaning / Integrated / Freestanding Dishwashers

F55500WO

Features:
- A+AA Energy rating
- 60cm Width
- 11L Water usage
- 49 Decibels
- 12 Place settings
- Sensor Logic
- Flexible basket
- Auto Off
- Delay start 
- Multi tab

Programmes:
- Auto 45oC - 70oC 
- 50 min 55oC 
- 30 min quick wash 60oC  
- Pro 70oC intensive 
- Pre rinse
- Eco 50oC

Freestanding Dishwasher with Sensorlogic technology

Features:
- A+AA Energy rating
- 13L Water usage
- 51 dBa
- 12 Place settings
- Multi tab
- DryTech 
- Auto half load
- Delayed start
- Stainless steel interior 

Programmes:
- Normal 65oC with pre rinse
- Eco 50oC intensive 
- Eco 50oC with pre rinse
- Pre rinse

Features:
- A++AA Energy rating
- 8.1L Water usage
- 45 dBa
- 9 Place settings
- Sensor Logic
- Auto Off
- Spotlight 
- Soft spikes
- Flexispray
- Flexible basket 
- Multi tab
- Luxury hold hinges
- DryTech

Programmes:
- Auto 45oC - 70oC 
- 50 min 55oC 
- 30 min quick wash 60oC  
- Pro 70oC intensive 
- Glass 45oC
- Pre rinse
- Eco 50oC
- Extra silent wash



Cooling / Freestanding and Built In

Fresh food, full of flavour and nutrients, is essential for both serious cooking and for our health.  
The AEG ProFresh fridge freezer addresses this need, offering appliances that stay frost-free while 
keeping your food at its best.  Two independent circuits cool the refrigerator and freezer 
compartments separately, keeping the freezer free of frost while maintaining the refrigerated 
food’s natural moisture, thereby preserving its quality and maintaining vitamin content.

LONGFRESH STORAGE
Special drawers in selected models can 
be set indiviually to create conditions 
ideal for different food types.  Food will 
stay fresh, preserving the vitamins and 
nutritional value of the food for up to 
three times longer than in a conven-
tional fridge.

COOLMATIC
Quickly chill large amounts of fresh 
food, such as the weekly shop, at the 
optimum storage temperature.

FROSTMATIC
Frostmatic- ideal for freezing fresh food 
quickly, preserving flavour, nutritional 
value and colour. 

NO FROST 
The freezer compartment 
automatically defrosts itself, so there is 
no frost build up of ice. 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Our high performance technology 
saves energy too.  Our A+ models use 
up to 20% less energy than a standard 
A-class appliance, whilst the A++ 
models use 25% less than A+ models.

TEMPERATURE ALARM
If the temperature rises too high a 
visible and audible alarm alerts you. 

CHILD LOCK
This useful function allows you to lock 
the controls panel, preventing any 
accidental changes being made by 
small children. 

4 STAR FREEZING 
You can safely freeze fresh food and 
store frozen food safely for up to one 
year. 

FRESHBOX
Fresh fish and meat stay fresher for
longer in the dedicated freshbox 
drawer. 

FROST FREE
Never defrost your freezer again.  Frost 
free freezers also offer efficient and 
effective freezing with quicker, more 
even freezing for better food preserva-
tion. 

PRO-FRESH
For accurate temperature control in the 
fridge freezer for superb food 
preservation. 

MINUTE MINDER 
This function can be used to set an 
acoustic alarm after a desired time 
period i.e. as a reminder to remove 
bottle left to chill.

HOLIDAY FUNCTION
This allows you to keep the fridge shut 
and empty for extended periods, such 
as holidays, without the formation of 
odours.

DYNAMIC AIR
Incorporates a powerful fan which 
automatically activates to ensure that 
fridge temperatures are maintained at 
the desired level. 

MULTIAIRFLOW
Ensures food stays fresher for longer as 
temperatures and humidity levels are 
extremely stable.

CLEANAIR CONTROL 
Uses charcoal filters to purify the air 
and reduce odours.  So flavours can’t 
be transferred between wrapped and 
unwrapped foods.

FRESHBOX WITH QUICKCHILL
Selected models within the range 
include a dedicated pull-out drawer for 
longer and better storage of fresh meat 
and fish.  QuickChill can be activated: 
by activating Coolmatic and opening 
the QuickChill slot, the temperature 
in the drawer reaches 0.50C: the best 
condition to chill quickly the food 
without freezing it.

SOFT RISE LED’S
LED lighting inside the fridge with ‘rise 
on’ effect for crisp 
contemporary illumination.

LCD
Advanced LCD display with touch 
controls allows you to set features and 
temperatures precisely.



Cooling / Built In under-counter Fridge & Freezers

SKS58200F0
Fully integrated under-counter larder fridge with A+ 
energy rating uses 20% less energy that an A rated 
fridge.

Features:
- A+ Energy rating
- 140L Capacity
- 82-89cm Height
- Adjustable temperature control
- Half width sliding shelf
- Full width recessed salad drawer
- 3 full depth glass shelves
- Door on door fixing

AGN58210F0
Fully Integrated Frost Free under-counter freezer with
A+ energy rating

Features:
- A+ Energy rating
- 90L Capacity
- 82-89cm Height
- Temperature alarm
- Door open alarm
- Frost free
- Frostmatic
- 4 star freezing
- 3 freezer compartments
- 2 ice packs
- Door on door fixing

AGS58200F0
Fully integrated under-counter freezer with A+ energy 
rating uses 20% less energy than an A rated freezer

Features:
- A+ Energy rating
- 108L Capacity
- 82-89cm Height
- Temperature alarm
- Door open alarm
- Frostmatic
- 4 star freezing
- 4 freezer compartments
- 2 ice packs
- Door on door fixing



AGN71200F0
In-column Frost Free freezer with an A+ energy rating 
and electronic touch controls for precise temperature 
regulation

AGN71800F0
Large capacity in-column Frost Free freezer with A+ 
energy and electronic touch controls for precise 
temperature regulation

Features:
- A+ Energy rating
- 135L Capacity
- 122cm Height
- Frostmatic
- Temperature alarm
- Door open alarm
- Frost free
- LCD touch display 
- Child lock
- Holiday function
- Door on door fixing

Features:
- A+ Energy rating
- 220L Capacity
- 177cm Height
- Frostmatic
- Temperature alarm
- Door open alarm
- Frost free
- LCD touch display 
- Child lock
- Door on door fixing

Cooling / Built In Fridges and Freezers

SKS71200FO
In-column larder fridge with an A+ energy rating and 
electronic touch controls precise temperature 
regulation

SKD71800F0
Large capacity in-column larder fridge with A+ energy, 
electronic touch controls and DynamicAir cooling

Features:
- A+ Energy rating
- 225L Capacity
- 122cm Height
- Coolmatic
- Softrise LED Light
- LCD touch display
- Child lock
- Holiday function
- Door on door fixing

Features:
- A+ Energy rating
- 332L Capacity
- 177cm Height
- Coolmatic
- Softrise LED Light
- LCD touch display
- Child lock
- Holiday function
- Dynamic air
- Door on door fixing



Cooling / Built In Fridge and Fridge Freezers

SCS51800F1
In-column 70:30 split fridge freezer with A+ energy 
efficiency 

SKZ71800F0
Large capacity in-column larder fridge with A+ energy, 
long fresh storage and electronic touch controls

Features:
- A+ Energy rating
- 224L Capacity
- 177cm Height
- Coolmatic
- LongFresh 
  (78L Capacity)
- Clean air control
- Multi air flow
- Softrise LED Light
- LCD touch display
- Bottle rack
- Child lock
- Door on door fixing

SCT71900S0
In-column extra tall ProFresh Frost Free fridge freezer with 
A+ energy efficiency and electronic temperature control

Features:
- A+ Energy rating
- 230L / 75L Capacity
- 184cm Height
- Electronic temperature
   control
- Temperature alarm
- Frost free
- Frostmatic
- Coolmatic
- Dynamic air
- Softrise LED Light
- Holiday function
- Child lock
- ProFresh
- Sliding hinge fixing

SCT71800SI
In-column 70:30 split ProFresh Frost Free fridge freezer 
with A+ energy efficiency and touch control electronics

Features:
- A+ Energy rating
- 202L / 78L Capacity
- 177cm Height
- Door open alarm
- High Temperature 
   alarm 
- Coolmatic 
- Frost free
- Frostmatic
- 4 star freezing
- Softrise LED light
- Dynamic air
- Freshbox
- Profresh
- Holiday function
- Child lock
- Sliding hinge fixing

Features:
- A+ Energy rating
- 209L / 76L Capacity
- 177cm Height
- Frostmatic
- 4 Star freezing
- Low frost technology
- Adjustable temperature
   controls
- Door on door fixing



Cooling / Built In Fridge Freezers

SCT81800S0
Highly energy efficient A++ energy rated 50:50 Frost 
Free fridge freezer with electronic touch control elec-
tronics and MultiAirflow cooling

SCS51810S0
In-column 50:50 split fridge freezer with A+ energy 
efficiency

Features:
- A+ Energy rating
- 173L / 110L Capacity
- 177cm Height
- 4 Star freezing
- Low frost technology
- Adjustable temperature
   controls
- Sliding hinge fixing

Features:
- A++ Energy rating
- 161L / 108L Capacity
- 177cm Height
- Frost free 
- Frostmatic
- Coolmatic
- Softrise LED light 
- Multi air
- Clean air 
- Child lock 
- Temperature alarm 
- Door open alarm
- LCD touch display
- ProFresh
- Holiday function
- Sliding hinge fixing



Cooling / Freestanding Fridges and Freezers

S74010KDX0
Large capacity A++ energy rated cabinet fridge

A72710GNX0
Large capacity A++ energy rated Frost Free cabinet 
freezer

Features:
- A++ Energy rating
- 386L Capacity
- 185cm Height
- 60cm Width
- Coolmatic 
- Child lock
- Multi air 
- Clean air
- LCD touch display
- Softrise LED Light
- Holiday function
- Door open alarm

Features:
- A++ Energy rating
- 250L Capacity
- 185cm Height
- 60cm Width
- Frost free
- Temperature alarm
- Door open alarm
- Frostmatic
- LCD touch display
- Holiday function
- Child lock

S71700TSW0
Ultra energy efficient A++ rated undercounter Larder 
fridge

A81000TNW0
A+ energy rated Frost Free under counter freezer

Features:
- A++ Energy rating
- 155L Capacity
- 85cm Height
- 60cm Width 
- Adjustable 
  temperature control
- 2 full width glass
  shelves
- Full width salad    
  drawer

Features:
- A+ Energy rating
- 100L Capacity
- 85cm Height
- 60cm Width
- Frost free
- Frostmatic
- 4 star freezing
- High temperature   
   alarm
- Electronic 
temperature control

Features:
- A++ Energy rating
- 161L / 108L Capacity
- 177cm Height
- Frost free 
- Frostmatic
- Coolmatic
- Softrise LED light 
- Multi air
- Clean air 
- Child lock 
- Temperature alarm 
- Door open alarm
- LCD touch display
- ProFresh
- Holiday function
- Sliding hinge fixing



Laundry / Freestanding and Built-in
AEG laundry appliances are designed to deliver superior cleaning results, time after time.  
The advanced technology in the range delivers you outstanding energy efficiency, the 
gentlest fabric care and cutting-edge design for the ultimate laundry appliance.

Features:

ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
By incorporating advanced
technologies, AEG appliances are able 
to minimise energy usage and reduce 
running costs. 

SPIN SPEED
Choose a spin speed to suit your needs.  
We estimate that a 200rpm increase in 
spin speed will reduce tumble drying 
time by 10 minutes.

WASH PERFORMANCE
With a standard wash performance 
rating of ‘A’, you can rest assured 
that whatever built-in appliance you 
choose, you’re going to get great wash 
results. 

SPIN PERFORMANCE
The higher the spin performance 
rating, the more efficient your machine 
will be in removing excess water from 
the load. 

OPTISENSE
Optisense wash technology 
automatically adjusts the cycle time, 
water usage and energy consumption 
to adapt to each load. 

TIME DELAY 
With a delay start of up to 20hours you 
can programme your machine to finish 
the wash cycle when it is most 
convenient for you.

SILENT SYSTEM PLUS
Our washing machines and washer 
dryers combine outstanding 
performance values, convincing 
washing results, and ultra-quiet 
operation.  All this is engineered to fit 
into one single standard -sized ap-
pliance, requiring only a single water 
connection, one power source and one 
drain connection.

XL DOOR 
Our built-in appliances have an extra 
large porthole to make loading easier. 

SENSITIVE OPTION
Our sensitive option is deisgned for 
people who have sensitive skin or 
allergies.  It automatically increases 
the water level in the main wash whilst 
reducing drum rotation preventing 
the build up of excess soapsuds.  Any 
residual detergent is removed with an 
additional rinse automatically added to 
the wash programme.

LCD DISPLAY
With a clear LCD display, you can see 
the status of the wash program with 
ease. 

DOUBLE GLASS FOR SAFETY
During the washing process, the water 
can get hot.  The double glass design 
ensures the heat stays inside the drum.

REFRESH
Refresh up to 3Kg of laundry at 300C in 
30 minutes.  Perfect for ‘worn once’ or 
lightly soiled clothes. 

AUTOMATIC DRYING 
PROGRAMMES
The washer dryer can be programmed 
to dry automatically after the washing 
has finished.  Just set the required 
dryness level or drying time when you 
select the washing programme and 
press start.  

TIME CONTROL
Our Time Control feature offers two 
time-save options.  Reduce wash cycle 
time by up to 60% by selecting either 
the quick or very quick option.  Perfect 
for lightly soiled clothes that you need 
in a hurry. 

STAIN TREATMENT
Our detergent drawers have a specific 
compartment for stain removal prod-
ucts, to ensure that stain treatments 
are dispensed into the drum at the 
correct time and temperature, 
ensuring the most effective stain 
removal. 

ADVANCE FUZZY LOGIC
Advance fuzzy logic senses the size 
of the wash load and uses the right 
amount of water and energy whilst 
delivering the best wash results.

PROTEXT DRUM 
This innovative special pattern drum 
incorporates a higher number of 
smaller holes to treat fabrics with 
greater care.

BUILT-IN LAUNDRY

EASY IRON PLUS
Our easy iron plus programme reduces 
creasing by up to 50% by 
automatically adjusting the water level 
and spin speed. 

SOFTCOOL
Our wool programme has an extremely 
gentle drum movement and a 
function called SoftCool.  After 
washing, a special cool down phase 
begins to help prevent ‘chill-shock’ 
before the cold rinse; helping to reduce 
the risk of shrinkage.
 



Laundry / Freestanding and Built-in

FREESTANDING WASHING 
MACHINES

WASH CAPACITY
Ranging from 7Kg to 9Kg, our washing 
machine drum capacities are generous.  
Large drums offer more space for the 
movement of delicates, and the extra 
space allows you to get large loads 
done all at once, saving both time and 
energy.

ADVANCED WASHING 
TECHNOLOGY
Machines with ProTex Plus have been 
developed with a unique continuous 
shower system that guarantees even 
full loads recieve consistent 
cleaning throughout.  The wash is 
quickly saturated with water, 
preventing any chance of detergent 
staining at the beginning of a cycle.

AUTO OFF
Our Auto Off function automatically 
switches off your machine when the 
programme has finished, for zero 
energy consumption.

INVERTER MOTOR
Inverter motors work without brushes, 
and run quietly, efficiently and reliably.
Coupled with our vibration-absorbing 
cabinet design, the inverter motor 
helps our Silent System Plus machines 
to operate exceptionality quietly. 

WEIGHT SENSOR
Our premium models feature a weight 
sensor that detects the weight of your 
load and advise on the amount of 
detergent you need to achieve perfect 
results.  As you load the drum, the 
display will indicate the 
recommended maximum load for the 
chosen programme and the actual 
weight of laundry in the drum.

FREESTANDING DRYERS

AUTO OFF
Our Auto Off function automatically 
switches off your machine when the 
programme has finished, for zero 
energy consumption.

CREASE PREVENTION
The ProTex XXL drum has enough 
space for the clothes inside to ensure 
less creasing and tangling. Three lifters 
and reverse tumble action ensures less 
creasing.

PROTEX DRUM
Delicates like synthetics or knitware 
need added care during tumble dry-
ing.  Our ProTex dryers give the best 
possible protection againts wear and 
fading, to keep your garments looking 
newer for longer.  Our ProTex dryer 
range features a new soft pattern drum 
design, and in combination with spe-
cial airflow system, guarantees gentle 
treatment and uniform drying. 

WOOLMARK
Our ProTex dryers have one of the 
gentlest wool programmes ever.  The 
precise drum movement control 
achieved by the advanced inverter 
motor technology makes the wool 
programme truly remarkable and so 
gentle that it has been awarded the 
prestigious woolmark gold 
certification.  The ProTex soft drum 
design, XXL extra large drum and 
special airflow system ensures uniform 
drying with reduced creasing.

STEAM
Use our steam programmes to 
decrease and refresh all fabric types 
including dry clean only garments. 

XXL DOOR 
Our XXL ProTex washing machines 
have a 340mm door opening, making 
loading and unloading very con-
venient.  The door also opens 1600, 
ensuring it can be easily moved out of 
the way to make loading easier. 

LOGICONTROL
Our unique LogiControl diplay allows 
you to control washing, rinsing and 
cycle setings intuitively, as well as 
showing you the progress of the wash 
cycle. 

ANTI-ALLERGY
Our ProTex Plus washing machines 
have an outstanding hygiene 
programme certified by the British 
Allergy Foundation.  The programme 
can remove all traces of various 
allergens, such as dust mites, cat, dog 
and pollen allergens. 



Laundry / Free Standing Washing Machines

L98699FL
Stunning 9 series 1600rpm washing machine with 
LogicControl touch display

L87680FL
Stylish 8 Series 1600rpm washing machines with 
special steam programmes

Features:
- 9KG Capacity
- 1600 Spin speed
- A -50% energy efficiency
- A Wash performance
- A Spin performance
- 16 Programmes
- Steam refresh 
- Adjustable steam level
- Optisense

- 20 min quick wash
- Protext drum
- Drum light
- Inverter motor
- Auto Off
- Advanced washing 
  technology
- Weight sensor 
- LogiControl touch display

L75670FL
7 Series 1600rpm washing machine with inverter motor 
for silent operations

L75270FL
7 Series 1200rpm washing machine with inverter motor for 
silent operations

Features:
- 8KG Capacity
- 1600 Spin speed
- A -40% energy efficiency
- A Wash performance
- A Spin performance
- 16 Programmes
- Steam refresh 
- Optisense

- 20 min quick wash
- Protext drum
- Inverter motor
- Auto Off
- Advanced washing 
  technology
- LogiControl display

Features:
- 7KG Capacity
- 1600 Spin speed
- A -30% energy efficiency
- A Wash performance
- A Spin performance
- 16 Programmes
- Optisense

- 20 min quick wash
- Protext drum
- Inverter motor
- Advanced washing 
  technology
- Medium LCD display

Features:
- 7KG Capacity
- 1200 Spin speed
- A -30% energy efficiency
- A Wash performance
- A Spin performance
- 16 Programmes
- Optisense

- 20 min quick wash
- Protext drum
- Inverter motor
- Advanced washing 
  technology
- Medium LCD display



Laundry / Free Standing Tumble Dryers and Washer Dryer

T75380AH2
7 Series Tumble dryer with constant low energy 
consumption

T75280AC
7 Series sensor condenser dryer for efficient drying 

Features:
- A+ Energy rating
- 8KG Capacity
- Dry plus function
- Crease Prevention
- Heat pump technology
- Protex Drum
- Oko flow

- Sensor Dry
- Condenser dryer
- Silent system
- Medium LCD Display

Features:
- B Energy rating
- 8KG Capacity
- Condenser dryer
- Protex drum
- Crease Prevention
- Sensor Dry
- Medium LCD Display

T65170AV
6 Series Vented dryer with Protex soft drum

Features:
- C Energy rating
- 7KG Capacity
- Protex drum
- Sensor Dry 
- Vented Dryer

L75480WD
7 series 1400rpm washer dryer with inverter motor for 
silent operations

Features:
- B Energy rating
- 8/6KG Capacity
- 1400 Spin performance
- A wash performance
- Optisense
- Protex drum
- Inverter motor

- Advanced washing 
   technology
- Steam refresh 
- 14 Programmes
- Large LCD  display



Laundry / Built In Washing Machine and Washer Dryer

L61470BI
Fully integrated washing machine for perfect fabric 
care

L61470WDBI
Fully integrated washer dryer for a complete wash to 
dry solution

Features:
- A -40%  Energy rating
- 7Kg Capacity
- 1400 spin speed
- A wash performance
- B spin performance
- SoftCool
- Optisense

- 14 Programmes
- 30 min quick wash 
- LCD Display

Features:
- B/A Energy rating
- 7/4KG Capacity
- 1400 spin speed
- A wash performance
- Softcool
- Optisense

- 14 Programmes
- 30 min quick wash
- LCD Display



Other products available from AEG

Floor care

This range includes: Cylinder cleaners, handheld stick 
cleaners, handheld vacuum cleaners and bagless 
upright cleaners.

Small Domestic Appliances

This range includes: Espresso coffee machines, Food 
preparation, Fabric care & Breakfast sets.

AEG’s advanced technology combined with style and award-winning design brings you 
complimentary products for your home.

Cookware

Our Gourmet Collection cookware range is designed to harness the power and precision of induction technology 
to bring out the best in any ingredients. 

AEG have put their expert knowledge into practice;  each part of the range has been developed to cook a specific 
dish or type of food, and our induction technology delivers perfectly even cooking - every time. 

The Gourmet collection is so unique it also performs on all other hob types and is dishwasher safe.



Energy Information / 
EU Energy Efficiency Information
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For refrigerators and freezers, as well 
as stating the energy efficiency class 
(A+++ - most efficient, ‘D’ - least effi-
cient) the label also gives the annual 
electricity consumption (i.e running 
cost) freezing capacity, noise level and 
the usable storage capacity.

For dishwashers,, as well as stating the 
energy efficiency class (A+++ - most 
efficient, ‘D’ - least efficient) the label 
also states the annual water consump-
tion (lts), drying efficiency, place setting 
and noise level. 

For washing machines, as well as stating 
the energy efficiency class (A+++ - most 
efficient, ‘D’ - least efficient) the label 
also states the annual water consump-
tion (lts), load size (kg), spin speed 
efficiency and the washing & spinning 
noise levels.

This scheme, which covers refrigerators, 
freezers, washing machines, tumble 
dryers, dishwashers and electric ovens 
is designed to offer consumers a stan-
dardised method of choosing the most 
energy efficient appliances. 

Example of refrigeration energy label. Example of dishwasher energy label. Example of washing machine energy 
label.

For electric ovens, as well as stating the 
energy efficiency (‘A’ - most efficient, 
‘G’ - least efficient), the label also states 
the energy consumption (in kWh) and 
the usable volume of the oven.  If the 
oven is a double oven it will carry this 
information for both ovens.



After Sales Support / Customer Care

WARRANTY

AEG appliances come with a 12 month warranty from 
date of purchase.  

When you register your new appliance your warranty 
will be extended to 2 or 5 years (depending on the 
model).  During your warranty period you are protected 
against the cost of parts, call-out and labour charges. 

All work is carried out by our national network of ap-
proved AEG engineers. 

You can register your appliance by completeing the 
warranty registration card enclosed with your appli-
ance, calling our dedicated warranty registration phone 
number printed on the card, or online at: 
www.aeg.co.uk

For additional peace of mind you have the option to 
extend your guarantee even further with our AEG 
Protection Plan.  You’ll be protected against damage 
caused by accident from the moment you join and if 
one of our approved engineers can’t fix it, you could 
recieve a brand new replacement.  This coverage is pro-
vided by our specialist insurers Domestic and General. 
 
To find out more visit www.aeg.co.uk
or call 0800 479 07755

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Should you need to contact us about your product we 
have a dedicated AEG customer service team to help.  
Our team is based in the AEG UK head office and can be  
contacted by phone on 0800 479 07755 or via 
www.aeg.co.uk

AFTER SALES SERVICE

Once you’ve bought an AEG appliance you’re safe in the 
knowledge that in the unlikely event of a fault occur-
ing you can rely on our commitment to look after your 
appliance throughout its working life.  Our network of 
fully trained service engineers are available nationwide 
and our complete care service is one of the most exten-
sive and reliable available. 

Home Appliance Service Ltd. 
Unit 3b, Milltown Industrial Est, 
Burren
Warrenpoint
Co. Down
BT34 2FN

Tel:  028 4177 2154
Fax: 028 4177 4274



This brochure is correct at time of going to print.  The colours and textures of our products are reproduced as accurately as possible within the limits of the 
printing process.  Your statutory  rights are not affected.


